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MICROGRIND2000X

MICROGRIND2000XD

MICROGRIND2000XE

MICROGRIND2000XR

THE ULTIMATE ROTARY TRANSFER
MACHINE FOR
ROUTER PRODUCTION
Ø 0.40– 3.175 mm (.016”– .125”)

THE ULTIMATE ROTARY TRANSFER
MACHINE FOR
MICRO DRILL PRODUCTION
Ø 0.05– 1.6 mm (.002”– .063”)

THE ULTIMATE ROTARY TRANSFER
MACHINE FOR
MICRO ENDMILL PRODUCTION
Ø 0.20– 3.175 mm (.008”– .125”)

PRODUCTION CONCEPT

Rollomatic is pleased to present the
new high precision CNC2000X line
of rotary transfer grinders for micro
tools.  Every machine is engineered to
produce consistently superior tools
and to have a long, trouble free life
with reduced maintenance.
This is the result of the constant re-
search and effort to integrate Swiss
excellence, with our extensive knowl-
edge of machine design and engi-
neering which dates back to our tool
making origin in the watch industry.
Compared with alternative grinding
systems, the Rollomatic concept has
become the first choice for experi-
enced toolmakers in the manufactur-
ing of micro tools.
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The Rollomatic CNC2000XD concept provides state-
of-the-art reliability with the lowest cycle time possible
for the manufacturing of 1.6 mm (1/16”), and smaller,
diameter drills. This machine is ideal for high volume
production. Machine setup and programming are
simple, making setup fast and easy.

MICROGRIND2000XD

ROBOT
LOAD/UNLOAD

STATION 1

POINTING
STATION 3

FLUTING/
RELIEVING
STATION 2

ROTARY TRANSFER SYSTEM
The Rollomatic rotary transfer system, based on a revolving
table with 3 workheads, moves the tool from one station to
the other in minimal time. Its main advantage is that it
performs the different grinding operations while simulta-
neously loading/unloading in separate stations. This gives
the shortest possible cycle time for the production of micro
drills.

PRECISION AND ADVANTAGES
• Absolute machine reliability provides significant advan-
tages in your very competitive manufacturing environment.
• Due to our precision-engineered tool guiding systems
highest first yield pass rates can be achieved.
•  Unattended and trouble free production guaranteed with
our smart tool handling and grinding systems.

STATION 1 ROBOT
Here, the 2-axis robot loads blanks and unloads finished
tools.  Up to 1000 blanks can be loaded at a time.

STATION 2  FLUTE AND RELIEF
In this station, the flute and the relief of the tool are ground.
The tool shank is clamped in a high precision-V-guide and
the drill diameter is supported in a steadyrest to ensure
perfect concentricity and zero deflection.

STATION 3  POINT GRINDING
In this station, the point of the tool is ground. The tool shank
is clamped in a  high precision-V-guide and the point is held
by half round grippers to ensure perfect centering.
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STATION 1  ROBOT LOADING/UNLOADING
The robot station can hold 3 cassettes with a capacity of 500 tools each.
Two cassettes can be filled with blanks, giving the capacity to grind
1000 tools without reloading. The third cassette is left empty to receive
finished tools. Since the 2 robot axes are CNC, all cassette load/
unload positions can easily be programmed. The laser checks the tool
loading position prior to grinding and for drill breakage after grinding.
Drills as small as 0.05 mm (0.002”) diameter can be loaded/unloaded
without a problem.

STATION 2  MAIN FLUTES
The fluting and the relieving are performed in this station. The Rollomatic
concept of clamping the tool shank while guiding the fluted portion in
a steadyrest is used. This ensures minimum runout and deflection of the
blanks which virtually eliminates offcenter and offset defaults on the
produced tools. The grinding wheels are dressed while mounted on the
direct drive spindle, with this the wheels hold up longer with higher
feedrates and produce mirrorlike surface finish in the flute wall.
The easy to operate CNC control allows to program features like
progressive/degressive helix angles and variable web tapers.
Precision and tool-to-tool repeatability are guaranteed by the linear
glass scales mounted directly on the slides. The grinding wheel shape
is calculated by using FluteCalc software which provides accurate tool
geometry and setup parameters.

STATION 3  POINT GRINDING
The pointing of 2 or 4 facets is performed in this station, the optional
“gashing unit” allows web thinning. The shank is clamped in a high
precision-V-guide and half-moon grippers are guiding the diameter of
the drill close to the grinding point. This proven system allows very
consistent pointing and ensures perfect point geometry by eliminating
gap/overlap variations. The two cup wheels are fine dressed mounted
on their respective spindles. In combination with the very smooth
hydraulic pointing slide movement, mirror like surface finish is obtained
without any chipping at the cutting edges of the primary angle.
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MICROGRIND2000XR

STATION 1
LOAD/UNLOAD

ROBOT

STATION 3
LH FLUTE

& END STYLE
STATION 2
RH FLUTE

The Rollomatic 2000XR provides state-of-the-art reli-
ability with the lowest cycle time possible for the
manufacturing of 3.175 mm (1/8”) and smaller rout-
ers . This machine is ideal for high volume production.
Machine setup and programming is simple, making
setup fast and easy.

ROTARY TRANSFER SYSTEM
The Rollomatic transfer system reduces cycle time by
dividing the grinding of routers into 3 operations (1 in each
of the 3 stations). All these operations are performed
simultaneously. Thus the cycle time to grind a complete
router is reduced to the cycle time of the longest operation,
usually the time to grind the main (right) flutes.

PRECISION AND ADVANTAGES
• The reliable tool handling system will preserve the sharp
and fragile cutting edges of your manufactured routers.
• Every router is produced in tightest tolerances regarding
diameter, concentricity and surface finish requirements due
to our tool guiding systems.
• The flexible CNC control and machine concept allows to
grind chipbreaker or diamond cut routers with fishtail or
drillpoint geometry with shortest cycle and machine setup
times.

STATION 1  ROBOT
Here, the 2-axis robot loads blanks and unloads finished
tools. Up to 1000 blanks can be loaded at a time.

STATION 2  MAIN FLUTES
In this station, the main flutes of the tool are ground while
the tool shank is clamped in a  high precision-V-guide. This
and other special design features make diameter control
outstanding.

STATION 3  CROSSCUTS AND END-STYLE
Here,  the crosscuts (left flutes) are ground,  then the end-
style (fishtail or drill point) is added,  while the tool shank
is clamped in a high precision-V-guide.
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STATION 1  ROBOT
The Robot station can hold 3 cassettes with a capacity of 500 tools
each.  Two cassettes can be filled with blanks, giving the capacity to
grind 1000 tools without reloading.  The third cassette is left empty to
receive finished tools.  Since the 2 robot axes are CNC, all cassette and
load/unload positions can easily be programmed.  The robot can load
by back reference (all the tools are ground to the same overall length)
or by front reference (all tools have the same amount of stock removed
from the tools).

STATION 2  MAIN FLUTES
The fluting station uses the Rollomatic concept of clamping the shank in
a high precision-V-guide. This virtually eliminates runout.  Any number
of right hand flutes can be ground.  The fluting wheel is dressed while
mounted on the same spindle that is used for grinding.  This means there
is no runout when the dressed wheel is mounted on the machine.  This
is just one of the reasons why the geometry of small tools  ground on
a Rollomatic is excellent.  The rake edges hold up longer and the tool
finish is superior. The grinding wheel shape and all setup parameters
are calculated using FluteCalc software and provide easy and accurate
tool geometry.

STATION 3  CROSSCUTS AND END-STYLE
The crosscut and end-style station uses the same concept of clamping
the shank in a high precision-V-guide.  In this station, also, the wheels
are dressed on the same spindle that is used to grind the tools.
The setting angle of the crosscut wheel has enough range to do
chipbreaker style and crosscut style routers.  Any number of crosscuts
can be programmed.  The gash station is simple and fast to set up. It
allows fishtail and/or drill point grinding (optional 2 position gash
slide).  Because of the precision of the machine, the finished tools are
consistent with minimum adjustment needed to maintain tight toler-
ances.
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MICROGRIND2000XE

The Rollomatic CNC2000XE is the latest development
of the CNC2000X line, a proven production system.
The new concept for its pointing station allows for
manufacturing of tools with helical or straight flutes,
such as drills and endmills. Due to its dimensional
stability, this machine requires virtually no operator
intervention when producing medium and large
batches.

ROBOT
LOAD/UNLOAD

STATION 1

POINTING
STATION 3

FLUTING/
RELIEVING
STATION 2

ROTARY TRANSFER SYSTEM
The Rollomatic rotary transfer system, based on a revolving
table with 3 workheads, moves the tool from one station to
the other in minimal time. Its main advantage is that it
performs the different grinding operations while simulta-
neously loading/unloading in separate stations. This gives
the shortest possible cycle time for the production of
endmills.

PRECISION AND ADVANTAGES
• The minimal transfer time ensures very low cycle times for
high production.
• Due to the special guiding systems, tool-to-tool repeatabil-
ity is outstanding.
• A very rigid base design and linear glass scales allow for
unattended production.

STATION 1  ROBOT
Here, the 2-axis robot loads blanks and unloads finished
tools.  Up to 1000 blanks can be loaded at a time.

STATION 2  FLUTE AND RELIEF
In this station, the flute and the relief of the tool are ground.
The tool shank is clamped in a  high precision-V-guide and
the ground diameter is supported in a steady rest to ensure
perfect concentricity and zero deflection.

STATION 3  END-STYLE
Here, the point of the tool is ground. The tool shank is
clamped in a high precision-V-guide to ensure perfect
concentricity.
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STATION 1  ROBOT
The robot station can hold 3 cassettes with a capacity of 500 tools each.
Two cassettes can be filled with blanks, giving the capacity to grind
1000 tools without reloading. The third cassette is left empty to receive
finished tools. Since the 2 robot axes are CNC, all cassette load/
unload positions are easily programmed. The robot can load by back
reference (all tools are ground to the same overall length) or by front
reference (all tools have the same amount of stock removed).

STATION 2  FLUTE AND RELIEF
The flute and the O.D. relief grinding are performed in this station. The
Rollomatic concept of clamping the tool shank while guiding the fluted
portion in a steadyrest is used. This virtually eliminates runout and
deflection. The grinding wheels are dressed while mounted on their
spindle. This means there is no runout when the dressed wheels are
mounted on the machine. The wheel rake edge will hold up longer with
higher feed rates causing a mirror like surface finish.
Precision and tool-to-tool repeatability are guaranteed by the linear
glass scales mounted directly on the slides. The grinding wheel shape
and all setup parameters are calculated using FluteCalc software and
provide accurate tool geometry.

STATION 3  END-STYLE
End-styling is performed on this station. Using up to 4 grinding wheels
allows for the use of the most suitable grit size for each operation. The
Rollomatic concept of clamping the tool shank is used in order to
virtually eliminate runout. The programming is easy and allows all types
of end-styles to be made. The shank guidance system guarantees
perfect geometry and excellent repeatability.
The wheels are dressed while mounted on their respective spindle. This
means there is no runout when the dressed wheels are mounted on the
machine.
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Rollomatic’s in depth knowledge of cutting tools, in house software development, and strong relationship with
customers is the key to creating innovative software for toolmakers.  This provides a definite advantage to Rollomatic
users. New developments and modifications for specific needs are carried out promptly. This guarantees our customers
the ability to design and produce today’s cutting tools and, more importantly, the cutting  tools of tomorrow.
Software upgrades are provided free of charge.
Rollomatic software: made by toolmakers, for toolmakers.

FLUTECALC™ : POWERFUL FLUTE CALCULATION SOFTWARE
Simulates the fluting of drills, routers and endmills and calculates the necessary grinding wheel shape and machine
setup parameters.

ROLLOMATIC’S FLUTECALC SOFTWARE

The drill geometry can be precisely designed
by entering parameters like web, land width,
point angle and helix angle into FluteCalc. A
simple ”V” shaped or double radius wheel can
be chosen. The program then calculates the
necessary parameters for wheel dressing and
machine setup.

For routers, the number of flutes, flute depth
and rake angle are entered into FluteCalc. A
wheel with a single angle is chosen and the
program calculates all the necessary param-
eters for wheel dressing and machine setup
(for flute and cross cut).

For endmills, an open or a closed profile can
be ground. The geometry can be precisely
defined by entering parameters like number of
flutes, helix angle, core diameter, rake angle,
land width and OD relief angle. A wheel with
one or more angles is chosen (with or without
radius) and the program calculates all the
necessary parameters for wheel dressing and
machine setup.
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BLANK PREPARATION & MEASUREMENT DEVICES
BLANK PREPARATION : PLUNGE GRINDERS
• The RPG plunge grinder is designed for the preparation of drill blanks (rough and pre finish),
endmills and router blanks down to 0.2 mm (.008”) in diameter. The magazine loader and
the dimensional stability of the RPG allow for unattended production.
Diameter control is within 3 µm (.0001”) and concentricity in the area of 1 µm (.00004”)*.
(*depending on blank accuracy.)
• For the finish plunge grinding of micro drill blanks, as small as Ø 0.2 mm (.008”), the
CNC100P2 is the ideal solution. The pick and place robot loader allows for efficient handling.

BLANK PREPARATION : CNC148P4 CYLINDRICAL GRINDER
• The CNC148P4 is an innovative solution for the blank preparation of micro drills and multi
steps tools down to Ø 0.05 mm (.002”) in diameter. Rough and finish grinding are done at
the same time (patented) in one clamping, directly from  a 1/8” blank. Due to the traverse
grinding technology, the back taper control is extremely precise and repeatable through CNC
programming. Diameter control is within 3 µm (.0001”) and concentricity in the area of 1 µm
(.00004”).

CONCENTRICITY PRO : THE CONCENTRICITY GAGING SYSTEM
• The Rollomatic “V-Block” Concentricity Pro is capable of measuring the runout on cylindrical
components below .00004” (1 micron) and can ideally be used in the cutting tool, punching,
semiconductor, automotive and aerospace industries.
The combination of a special rotary drive (patent pending) together with the traditional “zero-
error” carbide V-block system offers concentricity gaging for use on comparators or as a
freestanding unit with dial indicators or laser scanners.

LS-SMART : THE SMART LASER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
• The LS-Smart laser measurement system combines non-contact laser measurement with the
motorized Rollomatic Concentricity Pro. To ensure that there is no axial movement during
rotation, the special end-stop (patent pending) has a ball shape so that only one point of the
stop touches the center of the component.  In one step it provides the most reliable measurement
possible of both diameter and concentricity to an accuracy of 1 micron (.00004”). The twin-
V-block system eliminates errors caused by gage mechanics. It also allows to measure cutting
tools with uneven number of flutes, such as 3 or 5 fluted endmill, reamer or other unevenly fluted
cutting tools.

The LS-Smart software (PC based) tailored for this system assures instant and accurate
recording. The measured results can be displayed, printed or exported in spreadsheet format,
which allows customization for SPC analysis.
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MICROGRIND2000XD MICROGRIND2000XR MICROGRIND2000XE

MICROGRIND2000X SPECIFICATIONS

APPLICATION
Fluting, relieving and pointing of micro drills in one
clamping

GRINDING RANGE
Grinding Ø 0.05 –1.6 mm  (.002”–.063”)
Clamping collet B8
Cutting length 0 – 15 mm (0 – 0.6”)
Helix angle 24 – 45°
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

CONTROL
Programming Fully programmable
Z axis Stroke 67 mm (2.6”)

Linear glass scale
Y axis Stroke 35 mm (1.37”)

Linear glass scale
A axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.0015°
B axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°
C axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°

STATION 1 : ROBOT LOAD & UNLOAD
Shank Ø 1.0 – 3.175 mm  (.040” – .125”)
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

STATION 2 : FLUTE & RELIEF
Direct drive spindle Ø 70 mm 0.30 kW
Converter 2000 – 6000 rpm

(*Optional 10000 rpm)
Fluting wheel Ø 150 mm (6”)
Relieving wheel Ø 100 mm (4”)
Shank guidance ”V”, Hydraulic
Steady rest Hydraulic

STATION 3 : 4 FACET POINTING
Secondary cup wheel Ø 140 mm (5.5”)
Cutting speed 25 m/s
Primary cup wheel Ø 100 mm (4”)
Cutting speed 25 m/s
Shank guidance ”V”, hydraulic
Cutting Ø guidance Carbide half moon grippers

HYDRAULIC UNIT
Oil tank 10 liters (2.6 gallons)
Pressure 13 bars (189 psi)

MACHINE
L x W x H 1800 x 2400 x 2200 mm

(71” x  95” x  87”)
(Including Coolant Tank)

Net weight 1800 kg (3968 lbs)
Total power Maximum  10 kW

APPLICATION
Routers (diamond cut and chip breaker), including
fishtail or drillpoint, in one clamping.

GRINDING RANGE
Grinding Ø 0.4 – 3.175mm (.016”–.125”)
Clamping collet B8
Cutting length 0 – 15 mm (0 – 0.6”)
RH Helix angle 20 – 45°
LH Helix angle 15 – 95°
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

CONTROL
Programming Fully programmable
Z axis Stroke 70 mm (2.75”)
Y axis Stroke 28 mm (1.1”)
X axis Stroke 50 mm (1.96”)
V axis Stroke 46 mm (1.80”)
A axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.0015°
B axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°
C axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°

STATION 1 : ROBOT LOAD & UNLOAD
Shank Ø 1.0 – 3.175 mm  (.040” – .125”)
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

STATION 2 : RH FLUTE & CHIPBREAKER
RH flute spindle Ø 60 mm 0.55 kW
Converter 2000 – 6000 rpm
Fluting wheel Ø 150 mm (6”)
Shank guidance ”V”, Hydraulic
Steady rest Hydraulic

STATION 3 : LH FLUTE & FISHTAIL
LH flute spindle Ø 60 mm 0.55 kW
Converter 2000 – 6000 rpm
Cutting speed 30 m/s
Fluting wheel Ø 150 mm (6”)
Gashing spindle Ø 60 mm 0.55 kW
Gashing wheel Ø 125 mm (5”)
Angle 20 – 30°
Cutting speed 25m/s
Shank guidance ”V”, Hydraulic

HYDRAULIC UNIT
Oil tank 10 liters (2.6 gallons)
Pressure 13 bars (189 psi)

MACHINE
L x W x H 1800 x 2400 x 2200 mm

(71” x  95” x  87”)
(Including Coolant Tank)

Net weight 2200 kg (4850 lbs)
Total power Maximum  10 kW

APPLICATION
Flute, relief and endteeth grinding of endmills in one
clamping.

GRINDING RANGE
Grinding Ø 0.2 –3.175 mm (.008”–.125”)
Clamping collet B8
Cutting length 0 – 12 mm (0 – 0.5”)
Helix angle 24 – 45°
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

CONTROL
Programming Fully programmable
Z axis Stroke 67 mm (2.6”)
Y axis Stroke 35 mm (1.37”)
X axis Stroke 65 mm (2.56")
V axis Stroke 50 mm (2.00")
A axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.0015°
B axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°
C axis Stroke 360°

Resolution 0.003°

STATION 1 : ROBOT LOAD & UNLOAD
Shank Ø 1.0–3.175 mm (.040”– .125”)
Overall length 30 – 50 mm  (1.2” – 1.5”)

STATION 2 : FLUTE & RELIEF
Fluting motor 1.35 kW

 Converter
2000 – 6000 rpm
Relieving motor 0.37 kW
Converter 2000 – 6700 rpm
Fluting wheel Ø 150 mm (6”)
Relieving wheel Ø 100 mm (4”)
Shank guidance ”V”, Hydraulic
Steady rest Hydraulic

STATION 3 : ENDTEETH GRINDING
Relieving motor 0.55 kW
Converter 2000 – 6700 rpm
Secondary cup wheel Ø 140 mm (5.5”)
Primary cup wheel Ø 100 mm (4”)
Gashing motor 0.55 kW
Converter 2000 – 6700 rpm
Gashing wheel Ø 100 mm (4")
Notching wheel Ø 100 mm (4")
Shank guidance ”V”, hydraulic

HYDRAULIC UNIT
Oil tank 10 liters (2.6 gallons)
Pressure 13 bars (189 psi)

MACHINE
Same as CNC2000XR.
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FOOTPRINT
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COMPANY PROFILE & SERVICE WORLDWIDE
For more than 35 years, Rollomatic has been dedicated to designing
and redesigning the highest standard of precision tool grinding
machines.  Our knowledge of machine design, complemented by
our tool making experience, has made Rollomatic the choice of
demanding engineers throughout the world.

Rollomatic can provide complete solutions for today’s high quality
cutting tool manufacturing.  These include :
• Machines for a wide variety of grinding operations
• Cutting tool design software
• Measurement systems
• Wheel dressing systems
• Turnkey projects and operator training
• Technical support

With 3,000 grinding machines installed and running production,
Rollomatic has become the leader in cutting tool machine design
and manufacturing.  We are so confident in the reliability and
accuracy of our products that we stand behind our machines with
up to two-year warranty, without limitation of hours, the first offered
by any machine manufacturer.

Our sales and technical centers in Switzerland, the United States,
Taiwan, China and Japan will provide you with grinding  demon-
strations, customer product test grinding, and operator training as
well as spare parts and technical assistance.  Our dedicated team
of application engineers understand the production environment
and work to exceed and raise the expectation of the industry
standards.  They are on call to assist you and offer support for your
everyday grinding solutions.

Our Promise is to continually provide the highest quality grinders
that technology has to offer.  This is achieved by listening to our
customers’ needs.  Feedback by our customers gives us the ability
to continually provide a better product.

We look forward to fulfilling all of your manufacturing needs.

The new Rollomatic headquarters in Switzerland is sched-
uled for completion in September 2001.  This larger facility
(6000m2, 60,000 sq.feet) will house the Rollomatic show-
room, manufacturing and assembly.  The existing manufac-
turing building will be used for the continued research and
development of Rollomatic quality made products.

The assembly line of 2000X at Le Landeron, Switzerland.
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The Rollomatic SA head office with show room at Le Landeron, Switzerland.

ROLLOMATIC WORLDWIDE
WWW.ROLLOMATICSA.COM
INFO@ROLLOMATIC.CH

ROLLOMATIC SA   (SWITZERLAND)
PHONE 032-751-2222
FAX 032-751-1584

ROLLOMATIC INC.   (USA)
PHONE 847-949-5009
FAX 847-949-5025

ROLLOMATIC DEUTSCHLAND (GERMANY)
PHONE 07838-92-7935
FAX 07838-92-7936

ROLLOMATIC SA TAIWAN   (TAIWAN)
PHONE 03-355-6587
FAX 03-355-6721

ROLLOMATIC UK   (ENGLAND)
PHONE 01302-390080
FAX 01302-390081

ROLLOMATIC ITALY   (ITALY)
PHONE 0121-377-208
FAX 0121-377-209

HYMAPRO   (SPAIN)
PHONE 094-439-5711
FAX 094-439-6396

YKT CORPORATION   (JAPAN)
PHONE 03-3467-1251
FAX 03-3485-3181

ROLLOMATIC CHINA/G-TEC  (SHANGHAI)
PHONE 021-6350-6873
FAX 021-6360-0124

G-TEC INTERNATIONAL   (HONGKONG)
PHONE 852-2369-0688
FAX 852-2369-0780

HITECH CORPORATION   (KOREA)
PHONE 02-539-5556
FAX 02-562-9778
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